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COVID-19 Response and Planning 



Key Dates for Long Beach

1/22 – Health Dept monitoring of outbreak

2/26 – Started prep for COVID response

3/4 – Local Emergency declared, IMT activated

3/9 – First COVID Case in Long Beach

3/13 – EOC activated, TID DOC activated

3/16– Closure of City Facilities, employees 
started to telework

3/19 – Safer at Home Order

3/25 - First City Employees test positive

4/10 – Safer order expanded and extended

5/8 – Started reopening



Keeping City Employees Safe & Informed

• Work from home where 
possible

• Physical Spacing onsite

• Rotating Shifts onsite

• Web conference / Phone 
calls 

• Home-office tech support

• PPE and cleaning onsite

• Important Employee 
Messaging



TID Response

• Activated TID DOC virtually:

• Rolled out Remote Tech securely (Laptops, 
VPN, MiFis, WebEx, Unified Inbox, Soft 
Phones, Office 365, Teams, WVD)

• Provided/Supported tech infrastructure & 
equipment for IMT, EOC, JIC, DOCs

• Support critical systems and enable New 
Applications/E-Business

• Support City's data needs for response and 
planning (dashboards, GIS, Zencity, etc.)

• Focused Communication & Support





COVID-19 Dashboard



COVID-19 Resiliency and Recovery 
through Technology



Governor’s Six Key Indicators for Reopening
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1. The ability to monitor and protect our communities through testing, contact 
tracing, isolating, and supporting those who are positive or exposed;

2. The ability to prevent infection in people who are at risk for more severe 
COVID-19;

3. The ability of the hospital and health systems to handle surges;

4. The ability to develop therapeutics to meet the demand;

5. The ability for businesses, schools, and child care facilities to support 
physical distancing; and

6. The ability to determine when to reinstitute certain measures, such as the 
stay-at-home orders, if necessary.



California’s Resiliency Roadmap
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Technology will play a 
critical role in supporting 
Long Beach’s reopening 
efforts in a data-
informed, equitable, 
and safe manner. 



Long Beach Resiliency Framework

Public Spaces

Woven throughout: Metrics & Technology

Business Practices
Quarantine & 

Isolation Expansion
Early Childhood / 

Youth Capacity
Older Adults

Mental Health & 
Wellness

Ex: Contact tracing 
apps

Ex: Hotspot and device 
loan program

Ex: Websites for 
small businesses, 

digital City services

Ex: Telehealth apps
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Ex: Public Wi-Fi



1. Digital Inclusion – Consider that Long Beach residents, workers, business owners and 
students without access and use of Internet and/or computers will have difficulty 
accessing City communications, services, and programs. Have a plan in place for how 
we will inform the greater Long Beach community affected by the digital divide about 
new resiliency programs.

2. Data – Consider what systems are required to collect data to measure the success of 
our programs. Read the Monitoring & Evaluation section of the Equity Toolkit for 
examples. Consider what systems we may need to store data, and integrations 
needed between systems. Also consider how we can publicly share any data 
collected. 

3. Adaptive – Technologies should be consistent with the Governor’s reopening strategy 
and provide both immediate short-term and long-term broader benefits for reopening. 

Technology Principles for Resiliency
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http://longbeach.gov/globalassets/health/healthy-living/office-of-equity/clb_toolkitbook_singlepages


4. Relation to Public Health and Safety – Use of technology should be directly 
related to improving public health, mental health, safety, and wellbeing of 
Long Beach residents, and should be used expressly for that purpose. 

5. Privacy by Design – Any technology used must respect the privacy of users, 
particularly when using highly sensitive data such as healthcare data. Use of 
technology should be voluntary for the public and adhere to notice and 
consent. 

6. Responsiveness - Technologies to support COVID-19 mitigation should not be 
stand-alone measures but should supplement a comprehensive approach. 
They should draw upon the existing expertise, needs, and requirements of the 
Health Department and general public. 

Technology Principles for Resiliency
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We are seeking your input! Do you have recommendations for…
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1. Technology resources the City 
can leverage to support 
COVID-19 resiliency and 
reopening efforts? 

2. Ideas for related technology 
programs or strategies? 

3. Grant opportunities for 
technology to aid in City’s 
resiliency efforts?

For more information, please contact:

Ryan Kurtzman
Smart Cities Coordinator
City of Long Beach 
ryan.kurtzman@longbeach.gov
o: 562-570-6911

Or send ideas to us via an online form: 

https://bit.ly/3boPHhx

mailto:ryan.kurtzman@longbeach.gov
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=wxE_MWhCak-NO8fmUBg-eHB7AEUrPUZPjQZ94pw4JYJUQUlHUEZKVFNJN1JZSkFSNDJMUENKNlozQi4u
https://bit.ly/3boPHhx

